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CRJU Advisory Board 

Meeting Minutes 

October 20, 2014 

I. Call to order 

Randy Sondrol called to order the regular meeting of the CRJU Advisory 

Committee at 1830 hours on October 20th, 2014 at Northland Community and 

Technical College. 

II. Roll call 

 The following persons were present: Andy Hart, Randy Sondrol, Al Rogalla, 

James Jesme, Ward Anderson Matt Otto, Nathan Rasch, , and Teresa Mattison 

III. Approval of minutes from last meeting 

No previous minutes.  

IV. Old business 

a) Jan 2013 Purchase Order request for equipment. 

-James Jesme spoke of the opportunity to match CJ funds with 

state funds for 10 new stress vests at $3,000 each for a total 

request of $30,000.  The equipment would be specific to the 

Criminal Justice department. 

Benefits of request:  

-Training: easy cleanup, no masks, can use at any location, can 

use around windows , easy to transfer to another student, 

durability, breathing ability, industrial standard training 

Cons of request: 

-need headset, also IED with sound system; side panel (learn poor 

habit), cost 

V. New business 

a) Simulator-James Jesme 

- Simulator is 9 years old. 
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-  Prism sold the company to a Florida -based company.  The 

problem is the new company is discontinuing the production of 

the cartridges. 

Issues: 

- The new simulator system has changed and now is converted to 

CO2; there is no ejection or slide function. Further, there is no 

malfunction set ups.  

- $3,200 per handgun for conversion with a total cost of $6,400 

for two guns. 

- Will need CO2 cartridges and not sure how many rounds per 

CO2 cartridges.  

Options: 

1. Hollywood Guns- no recoil 

2. Air munitions- recoil 

3. CO2 guns 

4. Or, keep two guns for practice and get new guns for Simulator? 

b) Other Equipment   

Al Rogalla spoke of future need for officer’s use of body cameras and 

preservation of evidence. 

Ideas discussed: 

- Go Pro’s 

- Safety glasses with camera $85.00 

-In-cam video possible giveaway (Ward Anderson) 

Ward made a request for James Jesme to research a minimum of 4 

different types of glasses to present to the board for further discussion. 

c) Academics 

1) James Jesme discussed a future POST Board meeting Nov 5th 

2014. The agenda of the POST meeting will be discussion on 

changing the POST curriculum and POST Objectives. 
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Tabled till next meeting 

d) Skills 

-concern for location of skills in the ALC building. 

-Crimes in Progress and Building Searches have been combined. 

-Randy Sondrol brought up concerns with student’s communication 

skills and lack of officer’s presence. 

Options discussed:  

 Possibility of confidence building assignments and scenarios 

 Court involvement- have students watch court 

VI. Adjournment 

Ward Anderson adjourned the meeting at 2005 hours. 

Nathan Rasch seconded the motion. 

Minutes submitted by:  Teresa Mattison 


